Aims. We aim to evaluate the near-infrared colors of brown dwarfs as observed with four major infrared imaging space observatories: the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST), the Euclid mission, and the WFIRST telescope. Methods. We used the SPLAT SPEX/ISPEX spectroscopic library to map out the colors of the M-, L-, and T-type dwarfs. We have identified which color-color combination is optimal for identifying broad type and which single color is optimal to then identify the subtype (e.g., T0-9). We evaluated each observatory separately as well as the narrow-field (HST and JWST) and wide-field (Euclid and WFIRST) combinations. Results. The Euclid filters perform poorly typing brown dwarfs and WFIRST performs only marginally better, despite a wider selection of filters. WFIRST's W146 and F062 combined with Euclid's Y-band discriminates somewhat better between broad brown dwarf categories. However, subtyping with any combination of Euclid and WFIRST observations remains uncertain due to the lack of medium or narrow-band filters. We argue that a medium band added to the WFIRST filter selection would greatly improve its ability to preselect brown dwarfs its imaging surveys. Conclusions. The HST filters used in high-redshift searches are close to optimal to identify broad stellar type. However, the addition of F127M to the commonly used broad filter sets would allow for unambiguous subtyping. An improvement over HST is one of two broad and medium filter combinations on JWST: pairing F140M with either F150W or F162M discriminates very well between subtypes.
Introduction
Several near-infrared space telescope missions are planned in the coming decade; the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST), the Euclid mission, and the Wide-field Infrared Survey Telescope (WFIRST). Together with the Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) on board the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), they represent an opportunity to study the structure of the Milky Way through the distribution of red and brown dwarf stars (M-, L-, T-, and Y-type; Kirkpatrick 2005; Burgasser et al. 2006a; Cruz et al. 2007; Kirkpatrick et al. 2011; Dieterich et al. 2014; Tinney et al. 2014 ). All of these observatories will survey extragalactic fields that will overlap with observations of the disk and halo components of the Milky Way that include these stellar and substellar objects.
In this respect, the HST/WFC3 observations of extragalactic fields (e.g., CANDELS and BoRG; Grogin et al. 2011; Koekemoer et al. 2011; Trenti et al. 2010 ) are a guide into how one could use the stars found in extragalactic fields to map our own Milky Way. This by-product of the extragalactic surveys has been explored already, often combining near-infrared images with grism spectra or proper motion data to positively identify brown dwarfs.
For example, Pirzkal et al. (2005) found M-type brown dwarfs in the Hubble Ultra Deep Field (HUDF; Beckwith et al. 2006) , and Ryan et al. (2005) identified L-and T-type dwarfs in a small set of Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) parallel observations. These studies primarily measure the scale height of the Milky Way disk. Pirzkal et al. (2009) mapped M-type dwarfs in the Great Observatories Origins Deep Survey fields (GOODS; Giavalisco et al. 2004 ) using the grism observations from PEARS (Probing Evolution And Reionization Spectroscopically; Straughn et al. 2009 ) for positive identification. Similarly, Ryan et al. (2011) and Holwerda et al. (2014) find T-type and M-/L-type dwarfs, respectively, in pure-parallel 1 WFC3 observations. With 1 A special mode of imaging observations offered on HST: while the main observation is performed with the COS spectrograph, the WFC3 or ACS camera takes undithered imaging. Image quality and exposure time are consequently more limited than targeted observations.
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A&A proofs: manuscript no. main the increasing number of sight-lines, primarily a result of the pure-parallel campaigns of the Brightest of Reionizing Galaxies (BoRG; Trenti et al. 2011; Calvi et al. 2016; Bernard et al. 2016) , statistics have improved to a point where one can model more than just the scale height of the Galactic thin disk of the Galaxy. One can model simultaneously the thickness of the disk and the the stellar halo (van Vledder et al. 2016) . A second goal of theses studies is to accurately map the scale height as a function of substellar dwarf subtype. scale height as a function of subtype links the relation between Galactic wide star-formation history, the dynamical heating of the substellar population, and the cooling of the substellar dwarfs over time ). They predict a thicker Galactic disk for later subtypes with the slope of the increase primarily depending on the Galactic starformation history. A substantial motivation for these studies is to exclude Galactic brown dwarfs from the selections of high-redshift objects, which they resemble in near-infrared color space (Caballero et al. 2008; Wilkins et al. 2014, Holwerda et al. in prep) and in direct imaging surveys in search of extrasolar planets. Because brown dwarfs have been found in observations that were not specifically designed for their discovery, we explore the filter sets on current and future near-infrared observatories to identify which combination of filters is optimal to identify brown dwarfs and their (sub)types.
It is reasonable to expect that of the multitude of red or brown dwarfs still to be discovered, a great many will be found in high Galactic latitude surveys designed to observe the high redshift Universe. Previous work on these objects relied on all-sky surveys (e.g., ALLWISE and 2MASS) with (for extragalactic searches) shallow limits. A much larger volume will be probed by the deep extra-planar extragalactic surveys planned for Euclid and WFIRST.
Our aim is to predict which survey will produce the best brown dwarf samples and to make filter choice recommendations for surveys to improve brown dwarf identification. Our approach is largely led by our experiences with the BoRG survey (Ryan et al. 2011; Holwerda et al. 2014) where morphologically identified stars (fully unresolved), a near-infrared color-color selection identified broad brown dwarf types, and a different single color was used to subtype a selection of these brown dwarfs. Our overall assumption in the following is that grism or spectroscopic observations of these brown dwarfs is considered an undesirable or impractical outcome by the high redshift survey teams and that this information is therefore not available, or alternatively, the imaging mode is secondary (parallel observations), making grism observations impractical (e.g., WFIRST guiding for coronagraphic or integral field unit observations).
An astrophysical caveat for this paper is that we assume that all the red and brown dwarfs observed are single stars, even though it is well established that anywhere from 0-50% of all these stars are actually in binaries, depending on type and environment (e.g., Joergens et al. 2003; Burgasser & McElwain 2006; Ahmic et al. 2007; Dupuy & Liu 2012; Ward-Duong et al. 2015; Opitz et al. 2016; Shan et al. 2017 , and references therein). Most of the later brown dwarfs (L and T) have unique spectral signatures (Burgasser et al. 2016 Theissen et al. 2018; Bardalez Gagliuffi et al. 2018) , causing their colors (especially medium or narrow filters) to be unique. How exactly these change as such stars are in close binaries depends on the mix of stellar types but the range of all splat sources in comparison to just the standard star relations should give some indication. This assumption of no binaries has been made in all the photometric searches for red and brown dwarf stars thus far because simple photometric typing cannot distinguish well enough between close binaries of different types and single red or brown dwarfs. One can overcome this problem by using methods such as Markov Chain Monte Carlo techniques (MCMC; see van Vledder et al. 2016) , which allow for a fraction of the data to be erroneous.
We divide the current and future surveys into narrow-field (HST and JWST) and wide-field (WFIRST and Euclid), and combine missions and instruments to search for observations that would be ideal to identify brown dwarfs throughout the disk and halo of our Milky Way. Our goal for this paper is to evaluate filter combinations to separate out broad brown dwarf types (M, L, and T) and colors to subtype each brown dwarf type (e.g., M0-M9 or T0-T5). Our concern here is to explore what will constitute the minimum filter combination to type brown dwarfs reliably. This paper is organized as follows: section 2 summarizes the SPLAT library used to evaluate the filters, section 3 summarizes the observatories we consider here, section 4 presents the results of broadly categorizing brown dwarfs in color-color space, and section 5 discusses how well any single color could be used to subtype those objects identified as bona-fide brown dwarfs. We discuss the results in section 6 with our concluding remarks in section 7.
Red and brown dwarf spectra
To map the near-infrared colors of brown dwarfs, we use the Python module SPLAT 2 (Burgasser & the SPLAT Development Team 2017) . This module contains an online repository of 1701 low-resolution, near-infrared spectra of low-temperature stars and brown dwarfs. It is built on common python packages such as Astropy, Matplotlib, NumPy, pandas and SciPy. We introduced the HST, JWST, WFIRST, and Euclid filters into this package using the built-in "custom" filter option for spectrophotometry. All colors reported are derived from Vega magnitudes. Two example tables are shown in Tables .1 and .2 for the all and the standard stars (defining the type) in the various HST filters. Full tables for all four observatories are available online with this publication.
We use the ensemble of spectra to map out the spectrophotometry using the built-in modules to compute the colors of nearinfrared filter combinations. The built-in standard star library (Figure 1 ) as well as the full spectral library are both used in the following work. The spectral library and classifications come from Reid et al. (2001) , Testi et al. (2001) , Allers et al. (2007) , and Burgasser (2007) .
These spectra may not be representative of the more distant red or brown dwarf stars in the halo or thick disk ; higher surface gravity, lower metallicity, and changes in the NIR absorption features as the C, N, O abundances change.
We used the standard stars from Burgasser et al. (2006b) , Kirkpatrick et al. (2010), and Cushing et al. (2011) to explore the "ideal" color or color-color track. Using the full SPLAT database, we illustrate the noise and variance that can be expected from a population of brown dwarfs. Red and brown dwarf type are assigned a numerical type with the convention 0-1 (Mtypes), 1-2 (L-types), 2-3 (T-types) and 3 and above (Y-types), with decimal values denoting the subtype. SPLAT contains spectral standards for dwarf classes M0 through T9, drawn from Burgasser et al. (2006b) ; Kirkpatrick et al. (2010), and Cushing et al. (2011) . Near-infrared colors are strongly influenced by the strength of the absorption features at 1.2 µm (methane) and 1.4 µm (water), especially in the later brown dwarf types (T and later).
Observatories
We evaluate the near-infrared filter sets of four space-borne observatories: HST and JWST are pointed, narrow-field observatories, while Euclid and WFIRST are wide-field observatories. Therefore we also evaluate the filter combinations between the first two and latter two observatories. The near-infrared filters of all four observatories are summarized in Figure 2 . The WFIRST and Euclid filters are based on mission specifications and measured prototype filters, while the HST and JWST filter transmission curves are measured from flight hardware. We divide the HST medium-and narrow-band filters in two categories, depending on whether or not they are commonly used in extragalactic surveys. One group contains mostly broad filters and the F105M filter that are used for extragalactic surveys, and other encompasses the remaining medium-and narrow-band filters. All four observatories have comparable point spread function (PSF) sizes across this wavelength regime (FWHM ∼ 0.1 arcseconds) so for our purposes, we can assume that to first order, all four observatories will perform equally well in distinguishing stars from galaxies in the near-infrared imaging. The problem is therefore reduced to how well stellar objects can be typed by one or more near-infrared colors.
Hubble Space Telescope Wide Field Camera 3
The Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3; Kimble et al. 2008 ) added unique ultraviolet and near-infrared capabilities to the HST when it was installed. We consider the typical set of filters on WFC3 that are used for extragalactic observations: F098M, F105W, F125W, F140M, and F160W. We also include the nearinfrared/optical filter F814W in this selection as it is typically available in high-redshift surveys such as CANDELS (Grogin et al. 2011; Koekemoer et al. 2011 ).
Hubble Space Telescope Wide Field Camera 3 mediumand narrow-band filters
In addition to the medium and wide filters commonly used in extragalactic surveys, there are some medium-and narrowband filters to consider. These are mostly within the F125W and F140W wide-band filters: F126N, F127M, F128N, F130N, F132N, F139M, and F153M. Some of these will be centered on the broad absorption features in red or brown dwarf spectra. A similar approach using a wide and a narrow filter has worked well to determine the low-mass end of the stellar initial mass function in Galactic star-formation regions (Najita et al. 2000; Andersen et al. 2006; Da Rio et al. 2012) . Narrow-band imaging filters (e.g., J1 or J2 medium-band filters) centered on the methane bands can well be used to type the lower-mass dwarfs (Tinney et al. 2012 ).
James Webb Space Telescope
The NIRCam instrument on board the JWST is a versatile instrument with a range of broad, medium and narrow-band filters. We evaluate the NIRCam F070W, F090W, F115W, F140M, F150W, F150W2, F162M, and F200W filters ( Figure 2 ). NIRCam also has longer wavelength filters, but we cannot evaluate those filters because of a lack of coverage by the spectra in SPLAT.
In Holwerda et al. (in prep) , we found that Spitzer [3.6] -[4.5] µm color correlates well with spectral type for the cooler (> L5) brown dwarfs (see also Kirkpatrick et al. 2011; Pecaut & Mamajek 2013; Skrzypek et al. 2016) . It is therefore possible that the longer wavelength filters on NIRCam and the MIRI instrument hold possibilities for improved brown dwarf characterization.
Euclid
The European Space Agency Euclid mission has three main goals: it will be used as a gravitational lensing experiment, a photometric redshift experiment to map baryon acoustic oscillations, and a supernovae search (Laureijs et al. 2011) . The design calls for only three filters (Y, J, and H; Figure 2 ) in the near-infrared, and a very wide-band filter in the optical (for the gravitational lensing measurements). For the purposes of this work, the gain from this observatory is that it will scan the entire sky to a depth of m J = 24 and the ecliptic poles to a depth of m J = 26, making Euclid photometry universally available in combination with any other Article number, page 3 of 13 A&A proofs: manuscript no. main observatory's filters. The NIR filters for Euclid are wide Y, J and H filters modeled with a simple wavelength window. The PSF is 0.2" in the NIR filters.
WFIRST
WFIRST (Dressler et al. 2012; Spergel et al. 2013a; Thompson et al. 2013 ) is NASA's next flagship astrophysical mission. It will have a limited selection of broad near-infrared filters: F184, H158, J129, W146, Y106, Z087, and F062 for the Wide Field Instrument (Figure 2) . The WFI provides an imaging mode covering 0.76 -2.0 µm and a spectroscopy mode covering 1.35 -1.95 µm. The wide field focal plane covers an effective field of view of 0.281 deg 2 with a 0.11" pixel scale and 0.2" PSF width.
Morphological identification of stars
All four observatories sample the width of their PSF by approximately two pixels. Our experience with HST suggests that this is enough for a reliable morphological identification of stars ∼1.5 magnitudes above the photometric limit of a given survey using the effective radius determined from a growth curve (the ranked list of pixels in each object; see Ryan et al. 2011; Holwerda et al. 2014) . Better sampling improves the spread in effective radius for stars into a tighter relation with luminosity. However, the limiting magnitude for differentiating between stars and galaxies is only extended by ∼ 0.2 magnitude. Given that our target is the substellar population of Milky Way dwarfs, the morphological selection is close to identical for different instruments.
Grism surveys
The scope of this paper is limited to imaging surveys. Specifically, we evaluate whether or not the combination of existing and planned surveys can readily identify red or brown dwarf populations, or how a small filter addition can convert such surveys into an optimal dwarf census. However, these four observatories all have grism low-resolution spectroscopy capabilities. HST/WFC3 and ACS grism observations have already been used to identify brown/red dwarf stars in our Galaxy; Pirzkal et al. (2005 Pirzkal et al. ( , 2009 ) reported M-dwarfs in ACS grism data, and Masters et al. (2012) reported the discovery of three late > T4.5-type dwarfs in the WFC3 Infrared Spectroscopic Parallels (WISP) survey. Similarly, one can expect more substellar objects to be subtyped in the 3D-HST (Brammer et al. 2012; Skelton et al. 2014; Momcheva et al. 2016) and FIGS (Tilvi et al. 2016; Pirzkal et al. 2017 ) WFC3 grism surveys. The limiting magnitude on shallow grism observations is effectively m J = 23 (Masters et al. 2012) and well over two magnitudes deeper in similar time investment in pure-parallel imaging observations (Ryan et al. 2011; Holwerda et al. 2014 ).
WFIRST will observe ∼ 2000 deg 2 with its grism element to depths of m AB ∼ 26 with a wavelength range of 1.35 -1.89 µm (Spergel et al. 2013b (Spergel et al. , 2015 . In effect this will be an ideal brown/red dwarf data-set, covering at least one of the wide absorption features that define the later brown dwarf types ( Figure  1) .
In this paper, we do not consider these grism observations only as matter of strategy and a way to limit the scope of the work. Our considerations for not including grism comparisons are the following: (1) imaging observations are easier to com-pare across instruments for their efficiency at typing red or brown dwarfs, (2) the aim of the paper is to ascertain whether certain extragalactic programs can be used for red or brown dwarf typing as is or require an amended observing strategy, and (3) the possible use of future pure-parallel observations similar to BoRG (by HST, JWST or WFIRST) in the typing of brown/red dwarfs and the scale of the Milky Way.
Proper motion identification
Many of the red and brown dwarfs in the solar neighborhood have been identified using their proper motion (Kirkpatrick et al. , 2016 Robert et al. 2016; Kuchner et al. 2017 ). In the case of the higher latitude imaging surveys, this may still be possible but it will be proportionally more difficult because proper motions for these more distant, fainter objects are expected to be on the order of milliarcseconds, especially in the case of halo objects. Ryan et al. (2005) used proper motion to help identify M-type dwarfs and this could be a viable verification method, depending on the observing strategy of the extragalactic surveys (ideally multiple, well-spaced epochs). In reality, cadence and PSF-centering are dictated by spacecraft limits and searches for extragalactic transients (e.g., supernovae), and they may be wellsuited for proper motion studies.
Imaging surveys are more efficient at covering larger areas to a greater depth and with multiple pointings than grism surveys, although they sacrifice some accuracy in dwarf typing in the process. To map the structure of the Galaxy in dwarf stars, multiple lines-of-sight and a large volume will be necessary. Ryan et al. (2011) and Holwerda et al. (2014) used two nearinfrared colors observed with WFC3 to identify objects as dwarf stars, separating them from high-redshift objects. Subsequently, these near-infrared colors can be used to identify the broad brown dwarf types. By necessity, these were the F098M, F125W and F160W of the BoRG survey (Trenti et al. 2011) . Stellar objects that were already morphologically identified were typed further as M-type dwarfs, and then subtyped using an opticalnear-infrared color. Here, we first evaluate different two color filter combinations to separate out broad dwarf star type. To evaluate the resolving power of a single color mapping to red or brown type, we use the Spearmann ranking (ρ). If type increases or decreases monotonically with color, the Spearmann ranking is close to unity (±1), representing an ideal case to use that color for subtyping. Table . 3 shows the Spearman ranking between the brown dwarf type and HST color pairs. The best combinations are Y F105W -J F125W combined with J F125W -JH F140M , when only considering broad filters, often employed for extra-galactic work. This is remarkably close to the BoRG[z9] filter combinations (Calvi et al. 2016; Bernard et al. 2016) but differs from the Y F098M -J F125W /J F125W -H F160W filter combinations used earlier in Hubble pure-parallel observations (Holwerda et al. 2014; van Vledder et al. 2016) . The difference in Spearman ranking between these two filter combinations is only moderate (Table  . 3); both combinations perform similarly in distinguishing broad types. Figure 3 shows the optimal HST filter combinations identified by the Spearman ranking for separating out dwarf types as well as the color-color combination used most often so far, i.e. based on existing data. Both discriminate the broad brown dwarf populations reasonably well. Ongoing searches for brown dwarfs in BoRG WFC3 fields will be able to reliably type the brown dwarfs using either filter combination.
Brown dwarf selection
We can expand the color possibilities if we include the medium-and narrow-band filters that are not typically used in extragalactic surveys. The two-color selection improves somewhat when one medium filter often used in extragalactic surveys (F105W) is combined with two filters not commonly used in extragalactic filters (F126N, F127M; Figure 4) . Separation of the dwarf broad types is somewhat better with this filter combination than the extragalactic filter combinations (Figure 3 and 4) . We note, however, that once this is applied to the full SPLAT sample of red or brown dwarfs, the relation is not as clear cut.
The many filters available on JWST offer the opportunity to discriminate among brown dwarf types and subtypes, as they span the deep absorption features in the later types. The best combination to discern between brown dwarf types is F140M-F150W and F150W-F162M ( Figure 5 ). This filter combination cleanly separates the different dwarf subtypes with a clear progression from early to late (M0 to T8) along these two colors ( Figure 6 ). This strongly illustrates the need for a medium band filter to subtype brown dwarfs and the power of a well-placed medium band filter to do so. Figure 6 shows the same plot but for only the SPLAT standard stars (i.e., those that define the type) from Burgasser et al. (2006b) , Kirkpatrick et al. (2010) , and Cushing et al. (2011) . This figure demonstrates how the separation in color space allows subtyping without significant degeneracy.
The broad Euclid filter set identifies a clear window in colorcolor space to identify red or brown dwarfs as a class of objects. However, these bands do not discriminate between broad type (Figure 7) . The near all-sky coverage of this mission will therefore result in an ideal parent sample to explore the Milky Way structure; dwarf stars will be relatively easily identified as a class of objects. However, to identify in detail what type of dwarf star each star is, it will require follow-up observations such as Euclid grism sub-type identification or a proper motion measurement between Euclid observation epochs to determine distance and hence likely type and subtype.
Like Euclid, WFIRST/WFI is a wide-area survey instrument, designed to observe many high-latitude fields. Unlike Euclid, there are more filters available to discriminate among brown dwarf types. They do so with intermediate success, similar to the broad HST filters used so far. There are weak trends with broad dwarf type in many filter combinations (see Table . 3 and Figure  8 ). Most of the brown dwarfs are tightly grouped in color-color space (i.e., a narrow range of values in W146-H158, see Figure  8 ) with a few outliers.
The mission concepts for both Euclid and WFIRST are in an advanced stage, including choices for the filter combinations. It would therefore be fortuitous if a combination of WFIRST and Euclid filters could perform well in the subtyping of substellar dwarf. Euclid will cover the entire extragalactic sky and the WFIRST science case includes a very wide survey. Photometry by both mission is nearly guaranteed. However, the performance of Euclid/WFIRST filter combinations is a qualified success: WFIRST's W146 and F062 in combination with Euclid's Y-band filter performs a better separation of general type than either observatory individually (see Figure 9 ).
Dwarf subtyping
Brown dwarf subtyping may be achievable using a single color that has not yet been used to identify the broad type. The idea is that a combination of three (broad) filters is used to subdivide stellar objects into M/L/T-type objects and one additional filter allows for the discrimination between, for example M3 and M5. For instance, Holwerda et al. (2014) used one separate color (V-J) to subtype M-type dwarfs in extragalactic fields. However, van Vledder et al. (2016) note that this kind of subtyping lets in a high level of contamination (∼50%) from other subtypes, enough to smooth out scale height differences between subtypes. In the case of local red or brown dwarfs, the near-infrared color (e.g., the WISE W1-W2 or Spitzer [3.6]-[4.5] µm colors) can be used to probe the Rayleigh-Jeans part of the dwarf spectra and hence type them accurately photometrically (e.g., Kirkpatrick et al. 2011; Pecaut & Mamajek 2013; Skrzypek et al. 2016) . Similarly, Labbé et al. (2006) used Spitzer colors to reject dwarfs from their extragalactic searches. Barring deep Spitzer photometry or JWST/NIRcam observations in the 3-5 µm range, this information is not available for deep extragalactic imaging campaigns. We focus here on near-infrared filter combinations that relate linearly to type, avoiding color degeneracies. . Relation between JWST F140W, F150W, and F162M colors and the brown dwarf type and subtype for all the objects in the splat catalog. The combined broad/medium filter set separates out the type and subtype very well for all, outperforming the HST F125W/F127M filter combination. Figure 10 shows an example of a color-type relation. To quantify the relationship between a near-infrared color and brown dwarf (sub)type, we use the Spearman ranking of the values. If there is a monotonically increasing or decreasing relationship, the Spearman ranking (ρ) is close to 1 or -1 respectively. If no such relation exists, the value is close to 0. We report Spearman rankings for the full SPLAT sample and the standard stars.
In the case of HST imaging, Holwerda et al. (2014) used the V-J color (F606W-F125W) to subtype the M-dwarfs once they were selected using the F098M-F125W/F125W-F160W color space. Despite some success with sub-typing, this relationship needs to be recalibrated with every new survey's filter choice targeting higher redshift objects as their choice of optical filter (to verify the dropout) continued to change. Of all the broad filters commonly used in extragalactic surveys that were evaluated, the F184W-F105W combination (ρ = 0.98) has the best correlation with subtype, but similar to the V-J color used in Holwerda et al. A optical-near-infrared color using broad filters may work well enough for M-dwarfs as type correlates with black body temperature but later types become degenerate in color space (e.g., L and T), the broad absorption features counteract the temperature effect. This makes (sub)typing difficult with only broad filters.
but becomes degenerate for later types (L+, see Figure 11 for the relation with standard stars). However, we now consider the medium-and narrow-band filters not commonly used in extragalactic surveys. Many combinations between a wide-band filter and one of these narrow-band filters result in a very strong correlation with red or brown dwarf spectral type. Table . 4 lists the wide-/narrow-band filter combinations one could consider. The best-performing filter combination is F105W-F126N. However, the F105W filter is not always used in typical extragalactic surveys such as BoRG and CAN-DELS. F125W and F160W are the most commonly available. Figure 10 . This optical-near-infrared broad filter combination comes closest to subtyping dwarf and substellar objects but is mostly not degenerate for Mdwarfs.
optimal F105W-F126N combination. For F160W (H), the optimal narrow-band filter pairing is F153M.
To turn existing extragalactic surveys into a fast red or brown dwarf surveys of the Milky Way disk by including a single medium or narrow-band filter not previously considered, one should consider including either F126N or F127M as either one would result in excellent subtyping. Apart from the Spearman rankings, the F125W-F127M filter combination would work best with the least degeneracy in the color space (Figure 12) : each subtype has a unique color, approximately equally spaced from the neighboring types.
The next mission to consider is JWST, which a range of wide, medium, and narrow-abnd filters in this wavelength regime. Three of these stand out in their ability to separate out subtype. Figure 13 shows the brown dwarf type relation with three different color combinations using the F140M, F150W and F162M filters on board JWST/NIRCam. The combination of these filters differentiate the different dwarf types very well from each other. The F140M-F150W and F140M-F162M filter combinations are equally good options to separate out red and brown dwarfs into different subtypes. The F150W-F162M combination performs slightly poorer than either of the other two filter combinations with some degeneracy in the mid L-types ( Figure 13) .
We have already established that the Euclid filters do not separate out broad brown dwarf types well and any correlation with subtypes is nonexistent.
For WFIRST, only the Y106-F184 color (ρ = 0.7953) correlates best with the brown dwarf (sub)type. Both filters are close to the best-performing HST filter (Y-I) color. Like the HST color-type relation in Figure 10 , it is a relation that works best for M-dwarfs but not later types.
Dwarf Subtyping with Combined Missions
When considering combinations of HST and JWST filters, there is no filter combination that works better than one of the combinations typically already available from HST observations (see Table . 4).
While the combination of WFIRST and Euclid is somewhat better at identifying broad brown dwarf types (Figure 9 ), the filter combination that correlates best with type, a WFIRST combination of Y106 and F184, still does not discriminate among types very well (Figure 9 and Table . 3). WFIRST's mission concept is, at present, not an ideal follow-up instrument of brown dwarfs identified with imaging. WFIRST would be markedly better at discerning between brown dwarf types with the addition of a single medium-band filter to WFIRST's filter selection. When a medium-band filter is combined with the wide W146 filter, for example, WFIRST would become an effective mission for subtyping brown dwarfs. Arguably, this could also be done with WFIRST grism capability if done to a similar limiting depth as the imaging surveys. The typing of substellar dwarfs is one of several reasons to add a medium-wide filter but brown dwarf characterization would be the argument for one centered on the key absorption features.
Discussion
In this work, we explore how well the current HST filter set that is typically used in high-redshift observations (e.g., CANDELS, BoRG, XDF) could discriminate between both broad and subtypes of brown dwarfs. Our second goal is to explore to what extent future near-infrared imaging observatories can be used to type and subtype brown dwarfs.
Our However, when all the medium-and narrow-band filters available in WFC3 are considered, good subtype separation can be achieved with the addition of just one narrow (e.g., F126N) or medium (F127M) filter to the already available F125W imaging. We note this is true for the standard stars and that the relation between color and subtype is much noisier for the whole sample in SPLAT. This offers the opportunity to supplement the extragalactic fields with just single filter observations to accurately subtype the red and brown dwarfs in these fields. For the legacy fields with grism information, this is less useful, but for the pure-parallel surveys (e.g., BoRG) this is a viable path to discriminate between subtypes and thus test the possible relation between brown dwarf cooling and the scale height of their distribution in the Milky Way (see Ryan et al. 2017) .
JWST will be the most suitable upcoming mission for distinguishing brown dwarf types in terms of discretionary power, not just between broad types but with the clear potential to map colors to subtypes with reasonable accuracy.
We note that the high-redshift imaging surveys with JWST will not automatically be able to identify dwarfs, but the filter combinations that would make this possible are now known and could potentially be included in such surveys (e.g., as part of pre-imaging to avoid targeting brown dwarfs for follow-up spectroscopy for example).
Euclid will be extremely useful in mapping the broad dwarf class of the Milky Way as a whole, but typing, let alone sub- Most extra-galactic observations feature the F125W. This is to show which medium or narrow band filter should be added to that to improve the (sub)typing of the brown dwarfs in these fields. All work well (ρ >0.90) but the F127M stand out as an excellent compromise with a monotonous relation between the F125w-F127M color and type and highest throughput of all the considered narrow/medium bands.
typing, these stellar objects will be challenging without spectroscopy (e.g., grism observations) or ancillary data (groundbased optical observations of M-dwarfs, for example).
WFIRST performs better at discriminating broad dwarf types, but lacks a medium-or narrow-band filter that would be capable of discriminating among subtypes. We therefore argue strongly in favor of adding a medium-band filter in the H-band to the WFIRST filter wheel. While dwarf star and substellar programs alone may not constitute a strong enough science case to justify a medium band filter, Solar System science has also expressed an interest in adding a K s broad-band filter (Holler et al. 2017) . Additionally, the addition of such a filter would strengthen the selection of high-redshift candidates (of order 10k objects at a given redshift) by weeding out the M/L/T dwarfs (an order or so more objects, depending on depth and target redshift). If a medium-band filter in the broad H-band range is considered a valuable addition to, for example, planetary science and other WFIRST mission objectives, the project should seriously consider adding one to the filter wheel.
Combining the ubiquitous Euclid observations (all-sky) with WFIRST observations improves the identifications of broad brown dwarf categories (M/L/T), but does not succeed at subtyping. With a need to map the initial mass function of stars galaxywide (El-Badry et al. 2017 ), a medium band filter on WFIRST would fill the gap of knowledge between any JWST observations sampling the stellar content of nearby galaxies and WFIRST observations constraining their full stellar population.
Concluding Remarks
We group our conclusions by the narrow-field (HST and JWST) and the wide-field (Euclid and WFIRST) observatories:
-The HST filters used thus far for high-redshift searches (e.g., CANDELS and BoRG) are close to optimal to identify broad red or brown dwarf type (Figure 3 and Table . 3). -With the addition of medium and narrow-band filters not commonly used for extragalactic surveys, a good separation of subtypes can be achieved using the F127M and F125W filters that are most commonly used for extragalactic surveys (Figure 4 and Table .4 ). -The combination of three JWST filters (F140M, F150W and F162M) split both the broad and subtypes of brown dwarfs ( Figure 5 ).
-JWST F140M and F150W is the optimal combination of filters to subtype brown dwarfs (Figure 13) . Alternatively, the combination of F150W and F162M works almost as well ( Figure 13 and Table .4 ). -Euclid alone performs the poorest of all four NIR observatories in discriminating among M-, L-, and T-type brown dwarfs ( Figure 7 ). However, it groups brown dwarfs in a clear part of color-space for follow-up observations (to target or avoid). -The WFIRST filters perform similarly to Euclid, with the optimal combination W146, H158, F062 separating broad brown dwarf types but not able to discriminate between subtypes (Figure 8 ). -The combination of Euclid and WFIRST, using WFIRST's W146 and F062 filters and Euclid's Y-band filter, allows for a much better discrimination between broad brown dwarf categories ( Figure 9 ). -Subsequent subtyping with the combination of Euclid and WFIRST observations remains uncertain due to the lack of medium or narrow-band filters in this wavelength range (Figure 9 ). . Relation between three JWST colors using the optimal filter combinations and the brown dwarf type and subtype for the standard stars in splat. The F140W/F150W or the F140W/F162M filter combinations result unambiguous subtyping. the F150W/F162M combinations is degenerate in the Y-dwarf category. Table . 3. The top three Spearman rankings between type and subtype and two-colors using filter combinations onboard HST, JWST, and WFIRST, using the standard stars in splat. 
